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Director's message

As we swing into our second year of operations, the number of activities, publications, workshops
and new researchers is swelling to the point where it is hard to include everything. This November
edition gives you a rich sampling of what is going on, and the last thing I want to do is preclude
you reading further with a potted summary of all it contains!
Instead, I’d like to comment, selectively, on three connecting tissues that draw together some of
the news items here, since they touch on the larger ambitions of CoEDL.
The first concerns the pressing task of documenting the fragile linguistic diversity of our region –
particularly Australia, New Guinea and the Pacific. This is a task of enormous magnitude, as the
coverage of Simon Greenhill’s research in ScienceMag reminded the public, and there is still an
enormous amount of work to do on the ground, through fieldwork that often takes many personyears per language to complete, especially when it seeks to penetrate deep into the full complexity
of language as it is actually used in context. Coming out of our first year of hirings and doctoral
recruitments we now have a critical mass of well over a dozen postdocs and PhDs working on
languages that until now have been undescribed or barely so. You can sample the flavour of some
of their work in the stories about Hannah Sarvasy, Joe Blythe and Darja Hoenigman, and we will
steadily cycle through different field sites with each newsletter.
But even with the substantial resources CoEDL can now bring, we are only scratching the surface
of the problem, which is why we are particularly happy to see CoEDL members secure outside
funding to increase the number of investigators in the field. The latest ARC round of Discovery
Projects brought the welcome news that Jenny Green and Maia Ponsonnet will receive DECRAs
to continue their work in Central Australia and Arnhem Land respectively.
The second concerns our ambition to make the study of language, and languages, much more
interdisciplinary and team-based endeavour. On the one hand this will involve getting researchers
to bring quite different research perspectives together on common data, and our New Initiatives
and Transdisciplinary Grants Scheme is there to foster such growing tips, particularly by early
career researchers. Read about the successful proposals below, but we would like to stress that
many otherwise good applications still stay within their established approaches and we are looking

for more audacious boundary-crossing in future rounds! Examples of successful applications will
be going up on our site in the coming months. As far as team-based approaches, we are seeking
to steadily build an ethos that allows the field to gain from the full power of comparative data, and
that trains language scientists to balance the particular and the comparable. You can read about
many of these developments in the current newsletter, from the ambitious Glottobank project in
which we are collaborating with the new Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in
Jena (see story), through the assembling of cross-linguistic corpora of small languages to be
carried out by Stefan Schnell (see story) and recently appointed postdoc Danielle Barth, to the
interdisciplinary team project which will see archaeologist Peter Hiscock, CI Russell Gray and AI
Claire Bowern investigating what role language reconstructions can play in understanding the
spread of Pama-Nyungan (see story).
The third is the perpetual problem of communicating with the public about the complexities of
language, in its turn indispensable to raising standards of language education and getting
research on language seen as a core priority. Linguists never tire of pointing out how hard it is to
get through on a topic where almost every person on the street considers themselves an expert
(see ‘When media gets drunk’ article), but it is up to us to find ways of conveying the findings of
our field. This newsletter contains many stories about CoEDL members who have gone out and
done this in a whole range of interesting ways, from the innovative Linguistics Roadshow in rural
Victoria, to powerful interviews by indigenous CoEDL researchers Jaky Troy and Lizzie Ellis, to the
magnificent team presentation that was the Third Annual CASS Reconciliation Lecture, delivered
by Lizzie Ellis, Jane Simpson, Jenny Green and Inge Kral in the Great Hall of University House,
ANU, to AI David Bradley’s commentaries in Νεοσ Κοσμοσ on the future of Modern Greek
Studies.
Finally, in closing this issue’s introduction, I’d like to thank my dear and ever-generous colleague
Jane Simpson for writing the introduction to the last newsletter, as well as countless other fill-ins
while I have been in inaccessible places, to pass on CoEDL’s best wishes to our Melbourne Node
Administrator Belinda Hofmeyr on maternity leave, and to congratulate EA/Admin Officer Jo Allen
for successfully completing her very challenging charity bike ride through Vietnam and Cambodia
(see story) – Jo, it’s nice to see you back in the saddle!
Nick Evans
Director, CoEDL
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Latest news

Centre welcomes The Linguistics
visiting PhD
Roadshow
scholar Jessica
Ivani

Jill Vaughan, Katie Jepson and
Rosey Billington have recently
launched the Linguistics
Roadshow, an interactive
showcase about the science of
language aimed at high-school
students.

Jessica Katiuscia Ivani is a
typologist affiliated with the
University of Pavia and the
Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History in
Jena. She is currently visiting
Australian National University
as a guest of CoEDL.

As part of this CoEDL-funded
outreach project, they will be
visiting schools in regional
Victoria to introduce students
from Years 7-10 to some of
the big questions and littleknown facts about language
and linguistics.
Read more.

Hannah Sarvasy
starts the clock in
the Saruwaged
Mountains

Postdoctoral fellow Hannah
Sarvasy has completed a
month of preliminary fieldwork
in Towet, a village situated in
the Saruwaged Mountains in
Morobe Province, Papua New
Guinea.
The visit has laid the
foundations for a two-year
longitudinal study of children
learning the Papuan language
Nungon as their first language.
Read more.

Read more.

Maïa Ponsonnet wins
Call for nominations:
2015 Stephen Wurm
DELAMAN Franz Boas
Graduate Prize for
Award
Pacific Linguistic Studies

Congratulations are due to CoEDL affiliate
Maïa Ponsonnet who is the recipient of this
year's Stephen Wurm Graduate Prize for
Pacific Linguistic Studies conferred by the
Australian National University.
Maïa was selected in recognition of her PhD
thesis on 'The language of emotions in
Dalabon' now published by John Benjamins.

DELAMAN’s Franz Boas Award recognizes and
honours junior scholars (Ph.D. awarded
January 1, 2011 or later; early career
documenters employed less than 5 years) who
have done outstanding documentary work in
creating a rich multimedia documentary
collection of a particular language that is
endangered or no longer spoken. The language
documentation collection must be archived and
made accessible in a DELAMAN archive such
as PARADISEC (with no or only minimal
access restrictions).
Read more.

Read more.

David Bradley on
the Silk Road to
the United
Nations

CoEDL Associate Investigator
David Bradley is the President
of the UNESCO Comité
International Permanent des
Linguistes. Bradley will be
participating in the next
General Assembly of the
UNESCO Conseil International
de Philosophie et des
Sciences Humaines to be held
in Beijing on 8-9 December.
Read more.

"How small talk
can lead to big
things" with Joe
Blythe

Wave Hill's
history
remembered in
song

Most of us think a casual chat
with friends about the weather,
or the small talk with our
partner while washing dishes,
is not particularly significant.
One person begs to differ.
Listening closely is Dr Joe
Blythe, a conversation expert
and interactional linguist. He
sees nothing but value in
these off-the-cuff
conversations.
These tiny parts of our social
interactions can help us
understand not only the
human species itself, but also
our history and future, says Dr
Blythe, from the School of
Languages and Linguistics at
the University of Melbourne.

Although Wave Hill Station has
been known for its harsh
treatment of Aboriginal station
workers, it was also a crossroads of cultures.

Read more.

Station workers were
members of many different
Aboriginal groups and
travelled between cattle
stations frequently. As a result,
the Gurindji learnt songs from
the Mudburra who came from
further east, the Bilinarra from
the north, the Nyininy from the
west and the Warlpiri from the
south.
Read more.

Marrangu Song
Project

CoEDL affiliate Margaret
Carew reports a successful
start to the Marrangu song
project at Maningrida and at
Walkibimirre in October. The
project team received a grant
from the Community
Broadcasting Foundation to
produce two films for
screening on ICTV, about the
Marrangu Mewal story.
Read more.

Nick Evans in
China

Nick Evans and Hong Kongbased Partner Investigators
Virginia Yip (CUHK) and
Stephen Matthews (UHK)
were featured speakers at the
first China-Australia
Symposium on Bilingualism
held at the College of Chinese
Language and Culture, Jinan
University, Guangzhou, from
2-5 November, coorganised
by Ruying Qi, head of the
Bilingualism Laboratory, WSU
and Dean Shao Yi of Jinan
University.
Read more.

Banking on
language at the
Max Planck
Institute

Kyla Quinn:
Nick Evans, Hedvig Skirgård
and Kyla Quinn attended the
3rd Glottobank Workshop held
at the Max Planck Institute for
the Science of Human History
in Jena, Germany.
The workshop brought
together linguists and
evolutionary biologists working
on the various databases that
constitute the Glottobank
project.
Read more.

All the latest from Round two
the language lab outcomes of the
New Initiative
and
Transdisciplinary
Grant Scheme
The Canberra Longitudinal
Child Language (CLCL)
project is in full swing and has
now has now almost recruited

Jaky Troy on
Conversations
with Richard
Fidler, 2
November 2015

its entire sample of 100
families. Testing began in May
2015 when the first children
were 9 months, and to date
almost 50 have visited the lab
at least once. Research
assistants Lauren Morrison
and Tara Spokes have been
instrumental in administering
testing and managing the
technical details.
Read more.

Successful applicants for
round two of the New Initiative
and Transdisciplinary Grant
Scheme have been
announced. The grant
showcases some of the
extraordinary projects that are
members are busy working on
and which might not otherwise
attract funding from traditional
sources.
Read more.

ABC Local:
Jaky is a Ngarigu woman
whose country is the Snowy
Mountains of New South
Wales.
As a little girl, Jaky had no
idea her people originally had
a language of their own.
When her family spent time in
Arnhem Land, she was
amazed to hear all the
different languages spoken
there.
Listen here.

CoEDL
successes in
latest ARC
funding round

Congratulations to Evan Kidd,
Jenny Green, Maïa
Ponsonnet, Claire Bowern and
Russell Gray who have all
been successful in the latest
ARC funding round.
Evan is to be the lead CI on a
Discovery Project with Joanne
Arcuili (USyd) and Michael
Smithson (ANU) investigating
the processes of language
acquisition to support the
development of evidencebased strategies for improving

"One thousand
different words
for water", with
Simon Greenhill

New Guinea is one of the most
linguistically diverse places in
the world, with more than 1000
distinct languages crammed
into an area not much larger
than the state of Texas. Now,
Simon Greenhill is trying to
remedy that situation, by
gathering together hundreds of
thousands of words from
published surveys, book

"When media
gets drunk on
absurdity and
tries to tell us
we’re the ones
who sound
drunk"

Fully (sic):
Earlier this week, The Age
published some commentary
about Australian English and
other language matters,
introducing to the nation, and
subsequently the world, the

children’s early language.
Read more.

chapters, and articles, as well
as the accounts of early
European explorers, and
putting them into an online
database called
TransNewGuinea.org.
Read more.

Jo Allen's epic
ride for breast
cancer

Lizzie Ellis
interviewed on
ABC 666

idea that, among other things,
Australians sound like we do
because of alcoholism in early
colonial Australia.
We tried our best to ignore the
story but it's proven difficult.
Read more.

"Bright future for
Greek Studies at
La Trobe", with
David Bradley

Νεοσ Κοσμοσ:

For the most part our
administrative staff keep the
Centre running from behind
the scenes, but Jo Allen at the
ANU has leapt at the
opportunity to participate in a
bold enterprise.

Lizzie Ellis discusses
Indigenous language
endangerment, education and
Aboriginal knowledge with
Alex Sloan.

Read more.

Listen in here.

Victoria's Consul General of
Greece Christina Simantirakis
paid a visit to La Trobe
University last month, where
she was given a positive
update regarding the Modern
Greek Studies program.
Read more.

A (temporary)
farewell for
Belinda Hofmeyr

Stefan Schnell
commences at
the University of
Melbourne

Darja Hoenigman
returns from
fieldwork on the
fringe

On Wednesday last week, the
University of Melbourne node
celebrated a farewell morning
tea for Belinda Hofmeyr.

We are very happy to welcome
Stefan Schnell as a new
postdoctoral researcher at the
University of Melbourne.

Darja Hoenigman is no
stranger to the challenges of
fieldwork. Recognised for her
pioneering study of the

The solemn, ritual offering of a
frilly booty cake symbolised
Belinda's transition to
maternity leave for six months.
Read more.

Stefan will be working in the
Shape program where he will
be involved in the building of
larger-scale structured corpora
from lesser-described
languages in an academic and
a language community
context.

Awiakay, she has recently
returned to Papua New
Guinea to start working with
the neighbouring – but elusive
– Meakambut community of
the Sepik region.
Read more.

Read more.

Nick Enfield:
"From ‘Huh?’ to
‘Who?’: the
universal
utterances that
keep us talking"

There's more to our discovery
that every language appears
to have the word "Huh?", or at
least something that sounds
very similar, that saw us pick
up one of this year's Ig Nobel
Prizes that celebrate some of
the more unusual research.

Third Annual
CASS
Reconciliation
lecture a success

Inge Kral
welcomed as
new research
fellow

More than 130 people
attended a special public
lecture at the University House
highlighting research into the
roles, responsibilities and
respect among Ngaanyatjarra
people in the western desert of
central Australia.

Inge Kral has just accepted a
position as a research fellow in
the Shape program, working
with Lizzie Ellis, Jenny Green
and Jane Simpson on the
Ngaanyatjarra verbal arts
project, and will be providing
input into the Centre's
education and outreach
efforts. Her position is shared
in part with the Centre for
Aboriginal Economic Policy
Research (CAEPR) at the
ANU.

Read more.

Read more.

Read more.

Coming soon ...

Gregory Guy:
"Variation and

From Home to
School:

1st Summer
School of the

linguistic theory:

Language

ARC Centre of

linguistic theory:
rules or usage?",
ANU, 1
December 2015

Language
Practices of
Indigenous
Children, WSU, 8
December 2015

For several centuries, the
principal theoretical models in
linguistics have been
organized around an
opposition between abstract
system and concrete usage, a
dichotomy which was
formulated by Saussure as
langue vs. parole, and by
Chomsky as competence vs.
performance. The dominant
approaches saw linguistic
theory as accounting for
regularity and systematicity in
langue or competence,
typically relying on abstract
rule-based formalisms.

From Home to School:
Language Practices of
Indigenous Children will take
place on Tuesday 8th
December 2015 at Western
Sydney University, Parramatta
City Campus (100 George St,
Parramatta)

View all upcoming events.

View all upcoming events.

ARC Centre of
Excellence for
the Dynamics of
Language, WSU,
3-7 December
205

This year’s ARC COEDL
Summer School will feature
six short courses:
Experimental Research on
Language Learning &
Processing, History of
Australian Languages I: The
Proto-Australian hypothesis,
and the sociolinguistics of
language contact, History of
Australian Languages II: The
Pama-Nyungan language
family, Making Friends with
Your Corpus Data, Statistics
for Language Research: An
Introduction to R, Making
Language Visible: the why and
how of video recording.
View all upcoming events.

And next year... Wellsprings Forum Dialogues
2016

The Wellsprings Forum Dialogues will feature sociolinguists Peter Trudgill and James Stanford.
They will be held at ANU during the mornings of the first week of February (1-5), and will include
public lectures, commentary and discussion on the theme: ‘What is different about the
sociolinguistics of small-scale communities’.
1 February 2016, Peter Trudgill: "Complexity in small languages: what is the evidence?"
2 February 2016, James Stanford: "Investigating language variation and change in small
communities"
3 February 2016, Peter Trudgill: "Complexity in small languages: how can we account for it"
4 February 2016, James Stanford: "Sociolinguistics of Sui clans and other communities of
descent"
5 February 2016, Peter Trudgill, James Stanford, Nick Evans: "Synthesis and discussion"
Open to all – but please register with Bianca.Hennessy@anu.edu.au by 15 December 2015 for
planning and catering purposes.
View all upcoming events.

Vacancies at CoEDL
There are currently two postdoctoral fellowships being offered at
the University of Melbourne: a postdoctoral fellowship in the
sociophonetics of Aboriginal English (Deadline: 16 Nov 2015)
and a postdoctoral fellowship in Indigenous child-language
development (Deadline: 29 Nov 2015).
For all the details, visit our Vacancies page.

ARC Centre of Excellence
for the Dynamics of Language
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